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Commercial and Hospital
Grade Office Sanitization

IMPORTANT NOTICE
REGARDING SHELTER IN PLACE & WORK FROM HOME
Performing a V-Guard service in your workplace NOW, before employees
return to the office will eliminate the risk of dormant or residual Coronavirus
agents which can reignite an internal spread when they return to work.
USS has been providing V-Guard COVID-19 disinfection services throughout this outbreak. Many of our
clients have a Work From Home (WFH) order for the coming weeks. Now, during this period, there is an
opportunity to aggressively disinfect these facilities before your staff returns to a contaminated facility. For
those organizations which must remain open and active during this time, V-Guard treatments are the safest
form of disinfectant to protect your staff and the public from contracting the virus at your facility.
USS has been classified as an “Essential Business” by counties with Shelter in Place and Work From Home
orders in place because we are on the front lines of preventing the further spread of this virus. Many
janitorial or remediation companies are either completely out of disinfectant, or have resorted to using
very unsafe and toxic alternatives. As experts in sanitization, USS is still well-stocked and serving our
clients throughout the United States during this time with a product that carries the highest safety ratings.

Does V-Guard Kill the Coronavirus?

V-Guard kills 99.999% of all bacteria and viruses, including H1N1; MRSA; Norovirus; HIV; Legionella;
Pseudomonas aeruginosa; Hepatitis A, B, and C; Ebola virus; and others. V-Guard™ meets or exceeds the
emerging pathogen requirements and standards for chemistries with proven efficacy against all enveloped
and non-enveloped virus, both large and small. Moreover, since V-Guard has proven effectiveness in killing
other strains of the coronavirus genus (including Feline coronavirus, Strain WSU 79-1683, ATCC VR 989
and Canine coronavirus Strain 1-71, ATCC VR-809), we are extremely confident that V-Guard™ will kill and
neutralize COVID-19.

How is V-Guard Applied?
V-Guard is applied through a proprietary delivery system which
includes a broadly disbursed electrostatic fogger which provides largearea ionic-charged particle adhesion, targeted application with
electrostatic sprayers for touchpoint and high-use surfaces, plus manual
removal and remediation of biofilm and residue.

How is V-Guard Different from Other Products?
Not all disinfectants are created equally. V-Guard’s Safety Data Sheet is 0-0-0, the safest rating attainable. VGuard is an EPA-registered disinfectant and certified by the NSF as a sanitizer safe enough for usage on
food prep surfaces with no rinsing, meaning V-Guard is approved to use in commercial or residential
kitchens. V-Guard is non-corrosive, 100% biodegradable and clinically proven to kill Influenza A&B, as well
as Feline and Canine Coronavirus. V-Guard can be applied to virtually any surface. Contact your local USS
representative for more information.
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